
 

Alastair is a TV and film critic for the Guardian and Observer newspapers in the UK. He also presents BBC Radio 3's arts programmes Critics' Forum and Playlist. Lately, I've been watching Sahrawi TV, which broadcasts from Western Sahara (a disputed territory), across extremely high mountains, to villages that can't be reached by roads. Sahrawi TV has introduced me to an array of programmes
that I had no idea existed - for example, cartoons featuring zorro! The cartoon draws on Spanish history with occasional musical links to Andalusia. It's a silly, enjoyable thing to watch. I wanted to write a cartoon about it, but with a twist. So I asked the cartoonist Christian Bladt for suggestions for a character who I could write about in cartoon form. His response was: "The Zorro of Western Sahara".
He had seen the cartoon of zorro in the newspaper, and was inspired. This has been a wonderful collaboration. Christian has adapted his character into an animated strip that relates to Sahrawis' culture - the clothes are traditional, but he wears boots with spurs on. I sent him a photocopy of the cartoon so that he could see what I wanted. Then he visited Western Sahara and visited some of the towns
where Sahrawi TV is broadcast. He went up in aeroplanes to get a feel for how it might look when drawn by hand with pencil instead of computer graphics. Christian then started drawing. For four weeks we sent drawings back and forth by email. He was in Denmark, and I was in London, and we were both working during our spare time. It has been a very organic process - I would send suggestions
for jokes, and he would add them to the drawings. The one thing Christian couldn't do in Denmark was make the character's voice sound like a Sahrawi voice. So it's still something of an experiment, though it is being used for radio programmes about Sahrawi TV on Radio 3. I don't think this kind of collaboration, or co-authorship, is that common. It would be great if we could do more. Alastair
Graham CBE (born 10 March 1950) is a British author and arts producer. He has been the chief executive officer of the Southbank Centre in London since September 2000.

  Alastair Graham has received several awards in recognition of his contribution to literature, journalism and arts management.
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